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MOCK	EXAM	2	:	QUESTIONS

CIMA	MANAGEMENT	CASE	STUDY 

Mock	Examina8on	2	
Nortan	
February	2018 

This	examina4on	is	structured	as	follows:	

Sec8on Number	of	tasks Timing	of	sec8on	(minutes)

1 1 45

2 1 40

3 1 45

4 1 50
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The	text	 in	 this	material	and	any	others	made	available	by	any	Prac4ce	Tests	Academy	does	not	
amount	to	advice	on	a	par4cular	maJer	and	should	not	be	taken	as	such.	No	reliance	should	be	
placed	on	the	content	as	the	basis	for	any	investment	or	other	decision	or	in	connec4on	with	any	
advice	 given	 to	 third	 par4es.	 Please	 consult	 your	 appropriate	 professional	 adviser	 as	 necessary.	
Prac4ce	 Tests	 Academy	 expressly	 disclaim	 all	 liability	 to	 any	 person	 in	 respect	 of	 any	 losses	 or	
other	claims,	whether	direct,	indirect,	incidental,	consequen4al	or	otherwise	arising	in	rela4on	to	
the	use	of	such	materials.	

All	rights	reserved.	No	part	of	this	examina4on	may	be	reproduced	or	transmiJed	in	any	form	or	
by	any	means,	electronic	or	mechanical,	including	photocopying,	recording,	or	by	any	informa4on	
storage	and	retrieval	system,	without	prior	permission	from	Prac4ce	Tests	Academy.	
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TASK 1 (45 Minutes) 

Amber Lees asks you into her office and says:

“I would like to discuss some accounting issues that have arisen in relation to our newly 
acquired subsidiary in Borland. You may remember that it has several oil rigs and an oil 
refinery and that we decided to start operating in this developing country because it does 
not have very strict legislation requiring rectification of environmental damage 
(decommissioning costs).

Please take a look at the letter that arrived this morning from PWW, our external auditor.

I need you to do two things for me:

Firstly, give me your opinion about the applicability of IFRS standards to this situation, and, 
secondly, tell me how it will change our annual consolidated financial statements if we 
follow our external auditor’s instructions, and what are the relevant financial standards to 
use to do so. Please send me a briefing note covering these points.”
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Reference material 
The letter from PWW.


    

Dear FOSSC Head of Finance,

Proposed accounting treatment

Just after our recent meeting, my colleagues and I had an opportunity to discuss some 
mistakes they had found in your consolidated financial statements after conducting 
Nortan’s annual audit job.

It is the firm view of my colleagues that your treatment of the oil rigs of the subsidiary 
acquired in Borland is subject to international accounting standards, and that mistakes are 
material.

The issue comes up because Nortan has a policy of only restoring drilling and exploration 
sites to their original state upon the completion of work when it is required by local law to 
do so. 

Borland does not have a stable political situation, so we have conducted an additional 
review of recently changed laws. 

A new government has now been elected in Borland, and, at your reporting date, had just 
brought in legislation requiring rectification of environmental damage.

The legislation rules have a retrospective effect.

As an external auditor, it is our duty to express an opinion on the fair presentation of 
financial statements. If you do not comply with the requirements of IFRS standards, our 
audit report will state our disagreement.

I will be waiting for your feedback on these matters. 

Yours sincerely, 

Lara Legrand, Partner.
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Prepare	the	work	requested	by	Amber.	
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TASK 2 (45 minutes) 
Two days later, the FOSSC Head of Finance stops you in the corridor, where he says 
the following:

“Please have a look at this article. What do you think about all of this?

We have not yet told our auditors whether we are ready to correct our consolidated 
financial statements. 

Please email me with your thoughts about whether the external auditor (and Lara Legrand 
personally) will need much persuasion to accept our reports and whether the audit firm 
could be open to persuasion.

Please also remind me what type of audit report PWW will issue if we do not agree with 
them, and also draft me your views on how the external auditor’s expression of 
disagreement is likely to affect our creditworthiness and share price.

I have to discuss all of these matters with Amber Lees in several hours. Pass on your 
thoughts to me as soon as possible.”

Reference material 
Press clipping from today’s Financial News.

It seems that accounting scandals are very rare events, but they cause a great deal of 
publicity.

The latest case to hit the headlines involves a private bank failing to make adequate 
provision of litigation costs. A watchdog has already been set up to investigate such 
cases, and there are calls for the rules to be tightened and for companies to adopt a 
more realistic view when they prepare their financial statements.

Accounting regulators have promised to start investigations of other market players as 
soon as possible. 
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Prepare	the	work	that	Aldo	has	requested. 	
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TASK 3 (45 minutes) 
One week later you receive the following email:

From : Aldo Hirch, FOSSC Head of Finance
To: Financial Manager
Subject: FW: security issues 

I am forwarding an email from Amber Lees. I do not have the time to answer her 
promptly. Please draft a response for me to review.

Thanks, 

Aldo

From: Amber Lees, Executive Director
To: Aldo Hirch, FOSSC Head of Finance
Subject: security issues

Hi Aldo,

I have just come back from a board meeting. The board has been discussing the security 
problems the auditors from PWW pointed out. 

As Nortan is committed to continued growth, FOSSC is put under pressure both in terms 
of keeping pace with the increasing volume of transactions and the need to furnish board 
members with the reports and analyses that they require to manage our complex entity.

I would like you to draft me a response as to whether it would be a major strategic error for 
us not to pay adequate attention to security risks arising during the day-to-day work of our 
business and operating units. 

What is your opinion of using cloud-based systems outsourced from IT companies for our 
security versus utilising our own security experts?

Regards
Amber Lees, 
Nortan Executive Director
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Prepare the work that Aldo has requested.

From : Senior Financial Manager
To: Aldo Hirch, FOSSC Head of Finance
Subject: RE: FW: security issues
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TASK 4 (45 minutes) 
    
Few days have passed and you have received the following email.

From: Amber Lees, FOSSC Director of Operations
To: Senior Finance Manager
Subject: RE: Balanced scorecard

Hi Senior Finance Manager,

As you know, we use balanced scorecards extensively to track the performance of various 
sections, as introduced by Aldo last year.

However, the last audit result has shown that our performance is far from excellent and 
that we still have some weaknesses.

I find this confusing.

I can hardly admit that to Aldo, so you will have to help me.

I have forwarded an extract from the latest report. The whole document is just a longer 
version with more rows and traffic light colours.

What am I supposed to say to the heads of sections? Is there anything that we could add 
to make it a better report?

Do you think it would help if we added a feedback loop in the form of incentives?

For example, a bonus of С$50 for every “Good” less a penalty of C$20 for every “Need to 
improve”?

Please reply to this email with your thoughts on these matters so that I can prepare 
briefing notes for the board meeting.

Many thanks

Amber Lees
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Reference Material 
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Prepare	the	work	that	Amber	has	requested.	

From:		 Senior	Financial	Manager	
To:	Amber	Lees,	FOSSC	Director	of	Opera4ons		
Subject:	RE:	RE:	Balanced	scorecard	
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FORMULAE AND TABLES 
Annuity	

Present	value	of	an	annuity	of	£1	per	annum,	receivable	or	payable	for	n	years,	commencing	in	one	year,	
discounted	at	r%	per	annum:	

Perpetuity	

Present	value	of	£1	per	annum,	payable	or	receivable	in	perpetuity,	commencing	in	one	year,	discounted	
at	r%	per	annum:	

Growing	Perpetuity	

Present	value	of	£1	per	annum,	receivable	or	payable,	commencing	in	one	year,	growing	in	perpetuity	at	
a	constant	rate	of	g%	per	annum,	discounted	at	r%	per	annum:	 
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CIMA	MANAGEMENT	LEVEL	CASE	STUDY	

Normal	Distribu8on	

This	table	gives	the	area	under	the	normal	curve	between	the	mean	and	a	point	Z	standard	devia4ons	
above	the	mean.	The	corresponding	area	for	devia4ons	below	the	mean	can	be	found	by	symmetry.	 
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Present	value	table	
Present	value	of	£1	i.e.	(1	+	r)−n	where	r	=	interest	rate,	n	=	number	of	periods	un4l	payment	or	receipt.	
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Cumula8ve	present	value	of	1.00	unit	of	currency	per	annum.	
Receivable	or	payable	at	the	end	of	each	year	for	n	years	1	−	(1	+	r)	−	n	
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